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A mechanism for generating electromagnetic wakes of infrared radiation by a short laser p
propagating through an underdense plasma in the presence of a magnetostatic undulator, is de
As opposed to the undulator radiation, produced when a charged particle bunch propagates in a p
magnetic field, here a laser pulse is used instead of the particle bunch. This mechanism for a tu
plasma-based radiation source does not rely on ionization or photoswitching. It is also found
in the presence of a static periodic magnetic field, long laser pulses become modulationally uns
generating an electromagnetic wake. [S0031-9007(98)05667-1]

PACS numbers: 52.40.Nk, 52.75.Va
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High-power tunable far infrared (FIR) radiation is an im
portant research tool in various scientific applications, su
as atomic physics, nonlinear dynamics of semiconducto
and biophysics. Relativistic electron beams propagati
through periodic magnetic fields (undulators) are used
generate FIR radiation [1] to fill in the “technology gap” in
the spectrum left by the traditional laser sources. To ma
a beam radiate coherently in the FIR, it should either in
tially consist of subpicosecond microbunches or becom
bunched further along the undulator via a self-consiste
interaction with amplified spontaneous emission (FEL
The FEL requires a high-current high-quality beam. In e
ther case, Doppler upshift, which depends on the electr
energy, provides tunability.

An effective Doppler upshift can be achieved in a sta
tionary medium with appropriately introduced spatiotem
poral correlations [2]. This concept is realized in sever
radiation sources, which are based on free electrons,
do not require relativistic electron beams [3–5]. In thes
devices the dc electric field is converted into radiation b
rapidly changing the number of free carriers. In a gaseo
medium this is accomplished by laser-induced ionizatio
[4], while in a semiconductor the electron-hole pairs a
generated by absorbing a short laser pulse [3,5]. The
quired spatiotemporal correlation in the plasma is creat
by making a dc electric field periodic in space, and by em
ploying a rapidly moving, e.g., laser-induced, ionizatio
front [4]. All of these schemes share similar limitations
First, the output radiation power is limited by the dc elec
tric field (which must not exceed the breakdown thres
old); second, the repetition rate is limited by the longest
the recombination (or removal) time of the carriers and th
recharging time of the capacitors.

In this Letter, we identify and analyze a way of genera
ing tunable laser-driven undulator radiation in the Infrare
(LURI). We show how a picosecond compact FIR sourc
can be based on the LURI concept. The schematic of su
a source is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a short inten
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laser pulse, propagating through apreformedplasma in the
presence of a static undulator. Plasma electrons experien
a ponderomotive kick from the laser, giving them axia
momentum. The magnetic field of the wiggler couples
with the longitudinal motion of the electrons to produce
transverse acceleration, causing them to radiate in the ax
direction. As in undulator radiation, a “radiation zone,”
roughly defined as the extent of the laser pulse, propagat
with relativistic speed in the direction of the undulator pe
riodicity. Here, however, the Doppler upshift is caused by
the group velocity of the laser pulse instead of the, typi
cally small, axial velocity of the plasma electrons. LURI is
emitted by mostly stationary (although transversely acce
erated) plasma electrons. The practical viability of LURI
as a future table-top radiation source will depend critically
on the availability of ultrahigh power, high-repetition rate
short-pulse lasers.

This Letter describes, for the first time, howelectromag-
neticwakes can be generated by a laser pulse in a plasm
filled undulator. In contrast with theelectrostaticwake
at vp in unmagnetized plasma [6], or Cerenkov radia
tion at a frequency close tovp in uniformly magnetized
plasma [7], the frequency of the LURI radiation is given by
v1  v2

py2kwc, wherevp 
p

4pne2ym is the plasma

FIG. 1. Schematic for generation of a laser-driven undulato
radiation. The resonant wavelengthl  2l2

pylw.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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frequency,lw  2pykw is the undulator periodicity,n is
the plasma density, and2e andm are electron charge and
mass, respectively. In addition, we demonstrate that a lo
intense laser pulse becomes Raman unstable in the p
ence of periodic magnetic field. Unlike the usual Rama
instability in unmagnetized plasma, where the intern
mode is an electrostatic plasma wave, in our case the
ternal mode is the LURI.

To proceed, assume a linearly polarized magne
wiggler with $Bw  Bw cosskwzd$ex and a linearly polar-
ized laser pulse with vector potential$A0  $exa0sz dmc2y
e cossv0t 2 k0zd, where z  ygt 2 z. Plasma is as-
sumed to be very underdense, so thatv0 ¿ vp, and
the group velocityyg ø c. It will be shown below that
LURI is most efficiently generated by laser pulses o
duration tL ø l1y2 ø lp, so that the influence of the
plasma waves on electron motion can be neglected. In
nonrelativistic limit of a2

0 ø 1 the longitudinal electron
velocity is given byyz  ca2

0sz dy4. Hence, only the
plasma electrons overlapping with the laser pulse a
moving and can, in principle, radiate. The high-frequenc
(2v0) component of the longitudinal electron velocity
also leads to radiation generation; this effect is neglect
because the focus of this Letter is on producing infrare
radiation. In addition, we limit our calculation to the
coherent radiation generation and assume plasma to
cold since it can be shown that the incoherent emissi
is very small and the thermal effects are negligible fo
subrelativistic plasma temperature.

Influenced by the magnetostatic field, electrons expe
ence accelerationÙyy  2fea2

0sz dBwy4mg cosskwzd. The
effect of the magnetic field on the longitudinal motion o
plasma electrons was neglected sinceeBwymctL ø 1
is always satisfied for magnetic fields not exceedin
10 T and subpicosecond laser pulses. Periodic ma
netic field is important for two reasons: (i) It enable
plasma electrons to radiate in the forward directio
by imparting a finite transverse accelerationÙyy , and
(ii) periodicity provides phase matching for the emit
ted radiation, enabling constructive interference fro
different regions along the wiggler. The combinatio
of a laser pulse, moving at a speed approachingc,
and a periodic magnetic field introduces the necessa
spatiotemporal correlation between different regions
the plasma, resulting in a Doppler-upshifted radiation [2

In 1D, condition (ii) is equivalent to requiring that emit-
ted radiation slips one wavelength ahead as the laser pu
moves by one wiggler period:kzDz 2 vDt  22p,
whereDz  lw andDt  lwyyg. This can be recast in
a form familiar from FEL physics, with the group velocity

of the laseryg  c
q

1 2 v2
pyv

2
0 assuming the role of the

beam velocity,

skz 1 kwdyg  v , (1)

wherev andkz are related through the dispersion relatio
v2  k2c2 1 v2

p . Equation (1) determines the frequenc
of the emitted radiation, and can have two or no solution
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In the most interesting case,

kwc ø vp ø
p

v0kwc , (2)

two solutions can be found atv1 ø v2
py2kwc and

v2 ø 2kwcv
2
0yv2

p. Note that under condition (2)v1 ø

v0 ø v2. For example, forn0  4.0 3 1015 cm23,
lw  1 cm, l0  1.0 mm, we find l1  50 mm, l2 
200 Å. As we explain below, the rate of emission atl2 is
negligible. However, by appropriately shaping the drive
laser pulse, a considerable amount of far infraredyTHz
radiation atl1 can be obtained.

If the Rayleigh length of the emitted radiation is much
larger than 1ykw, electric field can be assumed in a
form $E  $eyEysz d expsikwzdy2 1 c.c. Substituting this
expression into the wave equation and combining it wit
the Lorentz equation of motion for the plasma electron
we obtain, after some algebra,√

≠

≠z
1 i

v1

c
2

i
2kw

=2
'

!
Ey  2i

k2
p

8kw
Bwa2

0sz , $x'd .

(3)

Equation (3) can be integrated in 1D, neglecting the=
2
'

term, and yielding

Ey  2i
k2

pBw

8kw
e2iv1z yc

Z z

0
dz 0eiv1z 0yca2

0sz 0d . (4)

Equation (4) indicates that the radiation behind a finit
duration laser pulse has a well-defined frequencyv1, and
its amplitude is proportional to the Fourier transform o
the laser intensity profile. Hence, LURI is most efficiently
generated by a square laser pulse of durationtL  pyv1,
resulting in

jEyj  a2
0Bwy2 . (5)

Note that, if the laser pulse is much longer than half o
the wavelength of LURI, the amplitude of the radiation is
exponentially small. In contrast, the radiation amplitud
of a dc to ac radiation converter (DARC) is insensitive to
the width of the ionization front [4]. An equation simi-
lar to Eq. (5) can be derived for the radiation amplitud
at the higher frequency solution of Eq. (1). Sincel2 is
very short (shorter thanl0), no appreciable radiation at
wavelengthl2 is expected. Another approach to genera
ing LURI is to use an electromagnetic beat wave of tw
long laser pulses instead of a single ultrashort one. Wh
the frequency detuning of the two lasers matches the LUR
frequencyv1, LURI is resonantly driven, and its amplitude
is proportional to the duration of the beat wave. Thus, th
LURI source can also be viewed as an efficient plasm
based frequency-difference generator.

As an example of a picosecond LURI source at50 mm,
based on the present technology, consider aNw  50
period undulator with periodicitylw  1 cm and mag-
netic field strengthBw  1.0 T, filled with n0  4.0 3

1015 cm23 Te  25 eV plasma. The LURI is driven by
a 3 J, tL  85 fs micron laser focused to as  200 mm
radius. Such a laser pulse has a peak intensityI0 
3 3 1016 Wycm2 (corresponding toa0  0.15) and is
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assumed to be generated at af0  1 Hz repetition rate.
The basis for choosings is explained below, after the
two-dimensional effects are discussed. Such a sou
producestFIR  Nwl1yc  8 ps long pulses with about
1 kW peak power. A source of preformed plasma of th
required size and plasma density could be, for examp
a lithium oven described in Ref. [8]. Incidentally, th
plasma does not have to be preformed for the LURI sche
to work (in contrast to a DARC source, where plasma nee
to recombine or be removed from the interaction region
order to charge the capacitors for the next shot). For e
ample, the driving laser may tunnel ionize the gas when
intensity is high enough.

Using this numerical example, we discuss some adv
tages of the LURI source over DARC. In general, utilizin
static magnetic field avoids the breakdown and recharg
limitations of the dc to ac radiation conversion scheme
and having a steady-state plasma eliminates the idle t
of recombination. From Eq. (5) the peak electric fie
Ey  30 kVycm. To generate FIR radiation of such in
tensity using DARC requires dc electric fieldEs of the
same strengthEs  Ey . Increasing the laser power an
the magnetic field of an undulator to increase the outp
power of a LURI source may be much easier technolo
cally than further increasing the static electric field in
DARC because of the breakdown limitations.

The repetition rate of LURI source can, in principle
be very high since the driving laser pulse can be cycl
through the undulator with arbitrary frequency. In pra
tice, of course, the repetition rate will be limited by th
heating of the plasma, as discussed below. Since a3 J laser
cannot be fired very frequently, the plasma-filled undul
tor needs to be placed inside a high-quality optical cavi
The device would then operate in a burst mode, with
output consisting of macropulses (pulsed at frequencyf0),
each consisting ofQ micropulses separated by the cav
ity roundtrip time, thereby producingf  Qf0 bursts per
second. Reusing the laser pulse by confining it in a hig
Q cavity is also necessary to improve the efficiency of
LURI source since only a small fraction of the laser ener
is lost in a single pass.

Note that the laser pulse leaves a wake of static magn
field behind. To see this, note that electrons retain the fin
velocity in they direction (gained inside the laser puls
due toyzBw force) after they fall behind the laser pulse
This velocity is proportional to the local undulator strengt
i.e., is periodic with the undulator periodlw . Thus it
can shown that two different modes are excited in t
plasma: (i) the earlier discussed undulator radiation mo
with frequencyv  v1 and amplitudeBx ø Ey, and (ii) a
magnetostatic mode, with frequencyv  0 and amplitude
jBssd

x j ø 0.5kwBw

R
dz a2

0sz d. Clearly, jBssd
x j behind the

laser pulse depends only on the total laser energy per
area, and not on the duration of the pulse, in contrast to
DARC, which generates appreciable magnetostatic fi
only when the ionization front is shorter thanl1 [4]. We
estimate that the energy left behind in the static magne
2600
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field and the kinetic energy of the plasma electrons is mu
smaller than the LURI energy, if Eq. (2) is satisfied.

Another source of energy loss, not taken into accou
by the present calculation, is to electrostatic plasma wav
Despite the fact that the laser pulse is much shorter th
the plasma period, the ratio of the LURI energyUL to
the energy of electrostatic wavesUw is, typically, small:
h  ULyUw ø svBykwcd2lwyl1, wherevB  eBwymc
is the electron cyclotron frequency in the wiggler field
Thus the efficiencyh is about0.5% for this numerical
example. However, the energy lost to the electrosta
wake can be recovered, in principle, by launching las
pulses in pairs, separated by a half-integer number
plasma wavelengths. An unrecoverable source of ene
loss is inverse bremsstrahlung. It can be shown that
the parameters of a picosecond LURI source, presen
above, bremsstrahlung losses are negligible. For the sa
parameters, plasma heating also turns out to be sm
(about 0.5 eV per shot). Another effect that the lase
pulse might have on the plasma is to blow it up vi
the transverse ponderomotive force. This effect turns o
to be insignificant because the driving laser pulses a
pancake shaped—the transverse size is larger than t
longitudinal. The fractional change in the electron dens
(neglecting the ion response) is indeed very small:dnyn ø
0.5a2

0c2t
2
Lys2  3 3 1023.

Focusing the incident laser to a tight spot is advant
geous for obtaining the largest LURI power for the give
laser power. The one-dimensional calculation presen
above fails when the spot size becomes small. Usi
the results of the three-dimensional theory of undulat
radiation by electron bunches [9], we estimate the pe
LURI power, given the incident laser energy and assu
ing the optimal pulse durationtL  pyv1. The rms an-
gular spread of the undulator radiation depends on t
spectral width of the collected radiation, and is give
by sdud 

p
sDvyvdlylw . This angular spread roughly

corresponds to a focal waist sizeDx  lysdud. If the
laser spot sizes ¿ Dx, the one-dimensional treatment is
accurate, and further focusing of the laser increases
total power radiated into thesDvyvd bandwidth. This
can be qualitatively understood by noting that the radi
tion from a wide beams ¿ Dx is transversely incoher-
ent, with the transverse coherence length roughly eq
to Dx. The total radiated power is proportional to th
product of the square of the number of electrons insi
the coherence zone (independent ofs) and the number
of coherence zonesNcoh  ssyDxd2. Also, the electron
acceleration scales asa2

0 , s22 for a fixed laser power,
so that the total radiated power scales ass22. However,
ass approachesDx, radiation acquires transverse cohe
ence, and its intensity scales as the square of the num
of electrons inside the laser pulseN 2 ~ s4, becoming
independent ofs.

To quantify this argument, we use the three-dimension
Eq. (3) to estimate the total power of LURI. Assuming
transversely Gaussian longitudinally flat-top incident las
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0 ~ exps2r2ys2d, we obtain

Ptot 
e4P2

LB2
wl

4
0

16p4c3smc2d4

Z `

0
dk ke2k2s2y2

3
cos2sk2pcy4v1kwd
1 1 k2cys2kwv1d

, (6)

wherePL is the incident laser power. Equation (6) lose
validity for transverse numbersk .

p
2kwv1yc.

Radiation emitted at different angles to the directio
of the laser propagation (differentk) has different fre-
quencies, approximated byv  v1s1 1 k2cy2kwv1d.
Coherence properties of radiation are determined by t
spot sizes, and can be classified into three regimes: (
s .

p
l1lwNwy8; (ii)

p
l1lwy8 , s ,

p
l1lwNwy8;

(iii) s ,
p

l1lwy8. In the regime (i), radiation has a very
narrow bandwidth determined by the number of undulat
cyclesDvyv ø 1yNw ; in the regime (ii), radiation band-
width is limited by the spot size:Dvyv ø lwl1y8s2;
in the regime (iii), radiation is broadbandDvyv ø 1,
and the total power is independent ofs. The laser
spot size in the numerical example of a picosecon
LURI source was chosens 

p
l1lwy8 ø 200 mm

since further decrease in the spot size does not
sult in a higher power in the infrared. Equation (6
confirms that approximately a kilowatt of far-infrared
light is generated. Additional information provided by
the three-dimensional treatment is that this radiatio
is emitted into a range of wavelengths25 , l , 50 mm.

It has long been established that intense laser puls
longer than plasma wavelength, are unstable to Ram
forward scattering (RFS) [10,11]. In a simple three-wav
picture, a plasma wave is generated by the ponderomot
beating of the pumpa0 and the Stokes componentaS,
which is frequency downshifted byvp. The Stokes
component is then reinforced by the pump scattering o
the plasma wave. In very underdense plasmas the a
Stokes component is also excited, reducing the growth r
of the instability. The generated wake can be utilized fo
particle acceleration in a self-modulated laser wakefie
accelerator [12].

A similar phenomenon occurs in a periodically mag
netized plasma: Stokes and anti-Stokes componentsa2

and a1 of the incident laser, shifted byv1 and polar-
ized collinearly with the pump, generate an intensity
modulation which drives the undulator radiationEy

according to Eq. (4). Driven by the undulator radiation
plasma electrons acquire velocity in they directionyy 
2fieEyy2mv1g expsikwzd 1 c.c. and, under the$y 3 $Bw

force, are longitudinally bunched:dnyn0  e2BwEyy
4m2c2v

2
1 1 c.c. Equation (4) then yields√
≠2

≠z 2
1

v
2
1

c2

!
dn
n0

 2
v

2
Bsa0a2 1 a0a1d

32c2
. (7)

The laser pump then scatters off this density perturb
tion, reinforcing the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines. Com
bining the nonrelativistic 1D wave equationha  k2

ps1 1
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dnyn0da with Eq. (7) results in a dispersion relation,

sv2 2 v2
1 d 

v
2
Bv2

pja0j
2

32

µ
1

D2

1
1

D1

∂
, (8)

where D6  c2sk0 6 kd2 1 v2
p 2 sv0 6 vd2 are the

dispersion functions for the anti-Stokes (Stokes) lines
and sv, kd are the frequency and wave number of the
undulator radiation. Equation (8) describes the spatio
temporal evolution (in one spatial dimension) of a novel
undulator radiation instability of long intense laser pulses
in the presence of a periodic magnetic field. A de-
tailed spatiotemporal analysis can be carried out following
Refs. [11,13]. Here we calculate a purely temporal growth
rate of this four-wave instability (of relevance to very long
laser pulses) using Eq. (8):g4w  vpvBja0jy8v0.

In conclusion, a new method for generating coheren
tunable radiation in the plasma is described. Radiation i
emitted when an ultrashort laser pulse propagates throug
the plasma in the presence of a static periodic magnet
field. This radiation can be viewed as an electromagneti
wake, propagating along with the pulse. It is also demon
strated that, in the presence of static periodic magneti
field, long laser pulses become modulationally unstable
generating electromagnetic wakes.
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